Evolutionary Indoctrination in School Textbooks

Tuesday, September 15, 1998, 7:30 p.m. Totino Fine Arts Center, Rm. 115 Northwestern College, Roseville

Eugene Sattler holds a Bachelor of Science and a Master of Arts degree from Concordia University, River Forest, Illinois. He has done graduate studies in geology, geography and anthropology at Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan. He holds membership in several creation organizations and is founder and director of the Creation Education Association, Inc. As an educator he served Lutheran schools in Nevada, Texas, Ohio and Wisconsin. Since retirement from the classroom he has devoted full time to lecturing on creationism.

The presentation will help parents and teachers to face some of the challenging problems relating to evolution that are presented in science and social studies textbooks. Statements from texts will be examined to show how students are indoctrinated in the evolutionary world view. We will then discuss ways to treat such information.

Topics will include the Age of the Earth, Human Origins, and the Pre-Flood World. Documentation will be

Do you want to get more involved in a great organization? The TCCSA board meets 10 times a year to plan upcoming meetings and care for business. To assist the officers we need additional members to enlarge our idea pool. Please contact Bob Helfinstine at 421-8964 or bobhelf@juno.com for more information.

SCIENCE & NATURE: TWO VOTES FOR GOD!

Dr. Bert Thompson, B.S. Biology, M.S. & Ph.D. Microbiology, will be speaking at the Owatonna High School on September 18, 19. Dr. Thompson has stated: “Men choose to believe in ‘molecules to man’ in spite of the evidence, not because of it.” He is prolific writer and speaker who is intellectual, entertaining and Biblical.

This presentation is sponsored by the Owatonna Church and they invite everyone to attend this special program. There is no admission charge and no offering will be taken. Three sessions are: Friday evening 7 - 9:30 p.m., Saturday: 10-12 noon & 1-3 p.m. The high school is located at 333 School St. and Grove, in Owatonna, MN.

Additional information from Dan Mayfield, (507)455-0046, 451-7368, cdmayfield1@ll.net
Adventure Safaris

After a busy summer we are starting to get back in the groove with home school classes. We still have open times for co-ops to sign up for science classes. If you are involved with a home school organization or know someone who is, this is a great opportunity to get a quality science education for your children. Please contact one of us listed below for more information or to schedule a time. We can schedule a portion of one day a week or as required and we cover the entire metro area and beyond.

This fall we will be scheduling short safaris to look for fossils or view places of special interest in our local area. Another unique opportunity we offer is a personalized safari for a birthday party, Sunday School group or other organization. Contact us for one or more of these special activities.

In addition to regular science classes we offer one time special presentations on events or individuals of historical interest. These presentations are for home schools, churches or other groups and can be tailored to any age group.

We have some needs to aid us in our school programs. If you are willing to donate or loan any these items, they would be very useful. GeoSafaris (2 or 3), laptop computer with CD Rom drive, gyroscopes, sextant, transit, Legos, wooden Tinker Toys and a real meteorite.
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